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Genomes of animals as different as sponge and human show conservation of global
architecture. Here we show that multiple genomic features including transposon
diversity, developmental gene repertoire, physical gene order and intron-exon
organization are shattered in the tunicate Oikopleura, belonging to the sister group of
vertebrates and retaining chordate morphology. Ancestral architecture of animal
genomes can be deeply modified and may therefore be largely non-adaptive. This
rapidly evolving animal lineage thus offers unique perspectives on the level of genome
plasticity. It also illuminates issues as fundamental as the gain of new introns.
Tunicates, viewed as the closest living relatives of vertebrates, were probably
simplified from more complex chordate ancestors (1). Larvacean tunicates represent the
second most abundant component of marine zooplankton and filter small particles by their
gelatinous house. Oikopleura dioica is the most cosmopolitan larvacean, has a very short life
cycle (4 days at 20°C) and can be reared in the laboratory for hundreds of generations (2).
Unique among tunicates, it has separate sexes. We sequenced its genome with high-coverage
shotgun reads (14X) using males resulting from 11 successive full-sib matings (3). Two
distinct haplotypes were retained despite inbreeding. Their comparison yielded a high
estimate of population mutation rate ( =4Neµ=0.234) consistent with large effective
population size (Ne) and/or high mutation rate per generation (µ) (4). Sequence comparisons
among populations from Eastern Pacific and Eastern Atlantic and within the latter revealed
low dN/dS values consistent with strong purifying selection, as expected for large populations
(4). Phylogenetic analysis of over 1400 orthologous genes demonstrated that Oikopleura is, at
the protein level, the fastest evolving animal for which a complete genome is known, despite
strong purifying selection (5). Mitochondrial genes heavily modified by oligo-dT insertions
also evolved impressively fast (6). Key components of DNA repair (especially in the nonhomologous end-joining pathway) were not detected in the genome (7). Coincident rapid
evolution of nuclear and mitochondrial genomes may also reflect a highly mutagenic context
at the ocean surface.
At 70 megabases with 18,020 predicted genes, the Oikopleura genome is unusually
compact. Introns are very small (peak at 47 bp, 2.4% > 1kb), as are intergenic spaces, partly
due to numerous operons (8). Genes outside operons are also densely packed (53% intergenic
distances < 1kb). Even compared with other compact genomes (9), the density of transposable
elements (TEs) is low. Most pan-animal TE superfamilies are absent in Oikopleura, and only
two novel clades of retrotransposons (10) have diversified (11). A massive purge of ancient
TEs can be invoked, but TEs currently present in the genome show multiple signs of activity

(11). The low copy number of each element and the uneven genome distribution of main TE
clades suggest tight control of their proliferation (Fig.1A; (11)).
Two exceptions to global compaction are particularly interesting, as they illustrate
where excessive reduction could be harmful. First, a small population of Oikopleura genes
have relatively large introns and intergenic spaces (Fig.1B). It is enriched for developmentally
regulated transcription factor genes, that are long in other genomes due to an abundance of
regulatory elements (12). Regulatory element sequences can be highly conserved, though
rarely across phyla, but Oikopleura homologs of vertebrate conserved elements were not
detected (13). Surprisingly, comparison of genes encoding developmental transcription factors
from Atlantic and Pacific Oikopleura revealed short segments of higher sequence
conservation in non-coding regions than in exons, suggestive of a rich regulatory content
(Fig.1C; (13)). Interestingly, in a revolution of massive intron loss (see below), Oikopleura
retained large introns more often than small introns, and the ratio of ancestral to new introns is
highest in developmental transcription factor genes (13). Second, Mendelian analysis showed
that sex in Oikopleura is genetically determined (14) and the genome sequence revealed X
and Y chromosomes (Fig.1A). Seven genes on the Y chromosome , all expressed in the testis
during spermatogenesis, have giant introns (Fig.1D). Their size probably grew with the nonrecombining Y chromosome region, flaunting global compaction.
Oikopleura has a rather common number of introns per gene (4.1), but the turnover of
its introns has been extraordinarily high: of 5589 introns mapped by inter-species protein
alignments, 76% had positions unique to Oikopleura (new introns), 17% were at ancestral
positions (old introns) and 7% could not be classified (15). Non-canonical introns, mostly
GA-AG and with a very specific acceptor site, are unusually frequent (12%) (Fig2A; (15)).
They show several peculiarities, including preferential insertion in phase 1, which is
compatible with the current codon usage, as would be expected for the newest introns (16).
Indeed, new introns are more often non-canonical than old introns (15). Since Oikopleura
lacks the minor spliceosome, has only one type of each spliceosomal component (17), we
propose that a single and permissive major spliceosome is utilized, with U1snRNP and U2AF
able to recognize donor and acceptor sites (18). While cDNA sequence information suggests
an efficient splicing for the vast majority of introns, a permissive spliceosome could favour
intron gains by correctly splicing out new introns. The pattern of intron loss in Oikopleura is
consistent with homologous recombination of reverse transcribed mRNA (19) (15). Among
hypothetical mechanisms of intron gain, we provide evidence for the insertion of transposonlike elements, and more remarkably for reverse splicing, a reaction in which spliced out

introns can be ectopically reinserted into transcripts (20). We identified 32 compelling
candidate introns for transposon insertion (Fig.2B), those matching repetitive elements
containing terminal repeats at almost all nucleotides, with exons excluded (15). These introns
were usually hemizygous in genotyped individuals, but one individual was homozygous and
displayed spliced transcripts (15). We also identified four pairs of nearly identical introns
(NII) with no or very weak similarity in flanking exons (Fig.2C), which represent the first
reported candidates for reverse splicing (21). All animals with NII were homozygous and
displayed spliced transcripts (15). Strikingly, introns of each pair of NII were found within the
same gene or the same operon, suggesting intron propagation within their pre-mRNA. Many
new introns of Oikopleura might have been propagated like these four NII before their
sequences diverged, since new introns tend to be adjacent in their host gene (15). Competing
mechanisms remain possible. First, introns could be reverse spliced into the genome itself, as
can be group II introns (12). Some and possibly many new introns of Oikopleura could
originate by repair of double strand breaks (DSB), as proposed for new introns in Daphnia
(13). However, for the four mentioned intron pairs, a repair after DSB would not readily
explain the systematic co-localization of homologous introns in the same transcription unit.
No feature in the sequences of those introns in pairs and their surrounding brings particular
support for this mechanism (15)."
We explored the Oikopleura genome for genes involved in either development or
immunity. Many conserved immunity genes failed detection, supporting a minimized immune
system consistent with the short Oikopleura life history (Tab.1; (24)). While frequent gene
losses may have affected families of developmental genes, we were most intrigued by an
unusually large number of lineage-specific duplicates, thus far reported for homeobox genes
only (25): 87 amplifications accounting for 266 current genes (26), versus 40 amplifications
in Ciona giving 106 current genes (27). A survival analysis of early duplicates in the genome
showed that duplicates are initially lost very rapidly with less relaxed selection than in
mammalian genomes (28). In contrast, those that survive beyond 0.02 dS units are relatively
more likely to be retained (Fig. 3A; (29)). To understand how older developmental gene
duplicates are utilized, we focused on homeobox genes. Strikingly, broad expression signals
were detected in the larval trunk epithelium for genes of most amplified groups (16 in 20), but
rarely for other groups (1 in 19) (Fig.3B; (30)), likely reflecting roles in patterning of the
house-building epithelium (31), a crucial novelty of larvaceans. A preferential retention of
duplicates for developmental genes has occurred in vertebrates following whole genome
duplications. Their massive retention in Oikopleura is exceptional among invertebrates. In

addition to exceptional recruitment for processes like house production through
neofunctionalization, another hypothesis may take into consideration the general size
reduction of Oikopleura genes. Developmental genes that can be very large in other
invertebrates should rarely yield intact copies after the local rearrangements that generate
duplications, due to greater likelihood of truncation for large genes (32). Other mechanisms
may preserve developmental gene duplicates in Oikopleura.
Finally, we compared synteny relationships in Oikopleura and several invertebrates to
ancestral chordate linkage groups (33) (Fig.3C; (34)). Amphioxus, Ciona, Caenorhabditis and
sea anemone showed many cases of conserved chromosomal synteny. Oikopleura orthologs
showed no such conservation. We also measured local synteny conservation between the
same species and human (34). Amphioxus, Ciona and Caenorhabditis and sea anemone (to a
much lower degree) displayed several-fold better conserved neighbourhoods than expected by
chance. Oikopleura showed a local gene order indistinguishable from random for distances
smaller than 30 genes, and a modest level of conserved synteny at larger distances (34).
We show that multiple genome organization features, conserved across metazoans
including other tunicates and non-bilaterians, have dramatically changed in the Oikopleura
lineage. Despite an unprecedented genome revolution, the Oikopleura lineage preserved
essential morphological features, even maintaining the chordate body plan to the adult stage,
unlike other tunicates. Evolution in this lineage was rapid and probably took place in a
context favouring purifying selection against mildly deleterious features. Our results
strengthen the view that global similarities of genome architecture from sponge to human
(33,35-37) are not essential for the preservation of ancestral morphologies, as is widely
believed (38-40).
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FIGURE AND TABLE LEGENDS
Figure 1. Genome compaction features. (A) Chromosome regions assembled with physical
links and genetic markers. The location of TEs is indicated with horizontal lines (left sides:
DNA transposons; right sides: short lines for LTR-retrotransposons and long lines for LINEs).
(B) Distribution of gene models over 10% abundance classes of intron size and upstream
intergenic distance for 8812 non-operon genes (left); 189 developmentally regulated genes,

mainly transcription factors (right). (C) Conserved elements revealed in Oikopleura interocean alignments: density of conserved blocks (top) gene annotation (middle) and perfectly
conserved elements >100 bp on grey line (blue=Norway vs. Northwest America; red=Norway
vs. Japan). (D) Expression of a giant Y gene observed by RT-PCR and in situ hybridization.
Figure 2. Intron gain scenarios and candidate introns. (A) Main intron logos (B)
Transposon insertion: duplicated insertion sites (framed in blue) allow MITE-like insertions to
be spliced out exactly (red: exons,

black: introns). (C) Reverse splicing: 4 pairs of

homologous introns (black) and their immediate exonic environments (red).
Figure 3. Changes affecting the gene complement. (A) Early gene duplicates. Lower:
Histogram of binned recent duplicate pairs; mixture model (discrete distribution plus
truncated Weibull distributions) accommodating heterogeneous birth/death processes is fitted.
Inset: Nonsynonymous substitution accumulation declines with ongoing synonymous
substitution. (B) Expression of amplified homeobox gene groups in the trunk epithelium of
larvae (arrows). (C) Loss of ancestral gene order. Positions of orthologous genes in a given
metazoan genome (Y-axis) compared to ancestral chordate linkage groups (CLGs, X-axis).
The width of CLGs corresponds to the number of orthologs in species. Amphioxus and sea
anemone genome segments represent the largest 25 assembled scaffolds, while Ciona,
nematode and Oikopleura segments are chromosomes.
Table 1. Minimal immune system predicted from the Oikopleura genome. Numbers of
genes or domains in families encoding potential immunity factors.
D.m.

S.p.

O.d.

C.i.

9

222

1

3

B.f.

L.f.

H.s.

48

21

10

sensors
TLR
NLR

0

203

0

20

92

140-220

20

SRCR

14

218

1

81

270

287

81

PGRP

15

5

4

6

>20

ND

6

0

12

0

ND

7

ND

3

C-type lectins

32

104

31

120

1215

ND

81

IgSF-ITIM

>3

ND

5

>6

>5

>3

>50

RIG-I-like helicases

adaptors
MyD88-like (DEATH-TIR)

1

4

0

1

4

ND

1

SARM1-like, TIRAP-like, TICAM2-like

1

15

0

>2

12

ND

3

8

65

128

7

>7

ND

11

potential effector
PLA2

D.m.= Drosophila melanogaster, S.p.= Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, O.d.= Oikopleura dioica,
C.i.= Ciona intestinalis, B.f.= Branchiostoma floridae, L.f.= Lampetra fluviatilis, H.s.=Homo sapiens

